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1. Introduction. It is well known that a C function f is
analytic on ,/ if and only if there exist positive constants M and
a such that
sup Ifc(x,)lMak!, k-0, 1, 2,....
(1)

In this paper we prove a generalization of this fact for functions
with several variables. Our main result is the following
Theorem. Let D be a domain in R and let A be an elliptic
differential operator of order m with constant coefficients. Then, for
a function f eL,,(D) to be analytic in D it is necessary and sufficient
that 1) for every k, Af (in the sense of the distribution) belongs to
Lo(D), and that 2) for every compact KD, there exist positive
constants M and a such that *)

,

I Af lJ:

(2)

M(ak) ", k=0,1,2,....

Recently E. Nelson gave a similar sufficient condition in the case
where the coefficients of A are analytic [5. His condition is essentially that
(3)
llAf]}KM(ak) k-0,1,2,....
It is highly desirable to obtain a result which includes the above two
cases.
At the end of this paper an application will be given on the regularity
of solutions of parabolic differential equations.
Here the author wishes to express his cordial thanks to Professor
K. Yosida whose instruction has meant much to him.
2. Proof of the theorem. We prepare several lemmas. Lemma
1 can be proved by using Cauchy’s integral formula and Taylor ex-

,

.

pansion.

Lemma 1o Let K be a compact convex set in R A C function
f(x) defined on K is analytic if and only if there exist positive constants M and a satisfying
suplD’f(x)]Mal’lp!, Ipl--0, 1, 2," ",
(4)
where
P= (P," ", P), P =p +"" +P,
D,--31,1/3x,...3xn, pl--pl! P2!’" "Pn!.
*)

f(c) 12 dx

If liE--

But the theorem holds for norms other than the

K

L2-norm, too. For some system of differential operators an analogous theorem holds,
of which Proposition 1 is a special case.
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If a function f is defined in D and if its derivatives in the sense
of the distribution up to order /0 are all square integrable, then we
call f lc times strongly differentiable and write feH(D). Let
5
[i[ f
D’f

[]1,--(v__[[

Then H(D) forms a Hilbert space by the norm

.

Lemma 2 (Soboleff). Let D be a domain in R If a function
f e H(D) and h-- k-- [(n+ 1)/2, then f belongs to C(D) and
vl+E(-+l)/2]

for Plh,
suPlDVf()lC ZPl I[If[[[
xD
=
where D is the set {xD; ]y--xl<pyD], and constant C depends

(6)

only on n.

As for proof see E13 or E63, but a simplest proof is obtained by
the techniques of the Fourier transformation.
Combining the above two lemmas we have
Proposkion 1. Let f be a funntion defined in D. Then f is
k
for every k, and for every
analytic in D if and only if fo(D)
compact K, there exist positive constants M and a such that
()
Ill.flll,i(a) =0,,,....
For a function f in Lo(D) we shall use the notation
S
N,,,n(f) sup 3

,

0(ap

Especially

No,,,,(f)--No,(f)-[l f ]],.

Lemma 3. Let 9 be a bounded domain in Rn, and A be an elliptic
differential operator of order m with constant coefficients. Suppose
f eLo(9) and Af eLo(9). Then Df e Lo(9) for p m, and the
following inequality holds.
9
v.,,,,(Dvf) C(N,,,(Af)+No,(f))v/(No,(f)) -/,
for O<ppo, where constant C depends only on n, P0, and A.
We can prove this by the same method as in HSrmander 23.
Corollary. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 3 the following inequality holds.
]] Df ]],,+ =< C [[ Af [I,v/[[, f
(10)

ProoL We have, from Lemma 3 and (8),

< v,,,.(DPf)

(11)

C(N’"’(Af)+N’.(f))"/(N’.(f))-’/
C(p ][ Af []+]] f ][)/([] f [[.)-/
< 2C((p [ Af [])vr/.,+l[ f ]]v,/([[ f [[ )-/

and, dividing by p.V., we have (10).
Proof of the theorem. Necessity is easily proved from Lemma 1.
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For every point x eD, we can choose a sphere /2 with center x
which is contained entirely in D. It is sufficient to prove that f is
analytic in 9, where 2p is smaller than the radius of f).
M in (2) may be replaced by 1 for sufficiently large a. We have,
by (10),
[p]=km

[p]=m

N II Dqf II

C [=(kN 1)m I! ADqf II,(_/>+c
C pl=m q=(k--2)mDDqAf

]q I=(k- 1)m

]q

p l=m

(12)

II

G C ]q

ADqAf

q

le(-/) +

G

.

) (b,k)
Ca+C.such that mk<=j<m(k+l).

Let ] be an integer

IPl=.-mk

(18)

CSlq=mk I

ADq f

Then

ql=mk

II;/ll Dq f I[%<-)/+C,,=m

C((b(+))(+)+(bk) ’)

p_l l

Dq f

i(c),

where M=C(b+I) and c=2b, which are independent of j. Thus f
is analytic in 9, by Proposition 1.
3. Applition. In this section we consider the solution of a
parabolic differential equation

(14)

u(t,x)-(--1)+Au(t,x),
Ot

tO, xDR,

where A is a strongly elliptic differential operator in x of order 2m.
Lax-Milgram [3 treated this equation as an equation of evolution
in L(D) in case D is a bounded domain, and, applying the Hille-Yosida
theory, proved the existence and regularity of the solution for the
initial-boundary value problem. (D may be unbounded. See, e.g. Yosida
[8].) The solution is given by the formula

(5)

u(t, x) Tuo,

where Tt is the semi-group of bounded operators with infinitesimal
generator A, and Uo(X) is the initial value in L(D).
K. Yosida [7, 8 proved, moreover, that Ttuo (t>0) is strongly
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differentiable in t any number of times (also analytic)as an L%valued
function and its derivatives Tuo--(--1)/)ATuo satisfy, for a constant c, the inequality that
(16)
]1ATtuo II (ck/t)ll Uo I].
Therefore the solution Ttuo satisfies the condition (3). Thus by
Nelson’s result we have
Proposition 2. For every uoeL(D), if t>0, the solution Ttuo of
(14) is an analytic function in x in the domain where the coefficients
of A are all analytic.
u(t,x)--Ttuo may be regarded as a locally square integrable function in (t > 0) D, and 32]t TM-’A is an elliptic differential operator.
Remembering

(17)

(32"/3t+A)Ttuo--(A+A)’Ttuo,

we see that, for any

t.:>t >0,

,

_-< (t.--t)(c’mklt)
]l (3lt+A)Ttuo
with a constant c’. Hence we obtain the following
Proposition 3. The solution Ttuo of (14) is analytic with respect
to t and x in the domain (t>0)D0, where Do is the domain in which
(18)

the coefficients of A are all constant.
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